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Lighting Improvement Package 

 

ADDENDUM NO. 1 

 

October 12, 2017 

 

You are hereby notified of the following changes, clarifications and/or modifications to the 

original Contract Documents, Project Manual, Drawings, and/or Specifications. Acknowledge 

receipt of this Addendum in the space provided on the Bid Proposal Form. Failure to 

acknowledge may subject Bidder to disqualification.  

 

NOTICE INVITING BIDS 

 

DELETE THE NOTICE INVITING BIDS, PAGE 1 AND 2 OF THE PROJECT MANUAL 

 The issued document was not filled in with dates and times.  The Notice Inviting 

Bids issued on the SBIAA website is the document to follow. 

 

SUBMITTED QUESTIONS 

 Question:  “Regarding Hangar #4:  Is the area rated Class 1 Div.2, or is it rated 

unclassified per the exception note on Drawing E-201?  If this area is rated Class 1 Div.2, 

wouldn’t the fixtures F2, F3, F4, lighting control panel and 20A 2 pole switches also have 

to be rated for Class 1 Div.2?  If this is correct, can you forward the manufacturers and 

catalog numbers for these items?”  Response:  Per ‘Repair Classification Notes’ on sheet 

E201, all conduits, switches, etc. shall be sealed with appropriate classification 

equipment. The following fixtures are to be provided in Hangar 4: 

 F2 – Fixtures shall be provided per construction drawings 

 F3E – Lithornia #LZ-S-1-R-ELN-SD 

 F4E – Beghelli #BRV-HZ-12-2-27-42-LED-AT-NC 

Hangar 3 should remain per construction drawings. 

 

 Question:  Are the Emergency lights F4E and F3E in the plans one-

for-one replacements, including no additional conduit?  Response: 

The majority of these fixtures are in the same locations, if conduit 

and conductors can be reused, this is acceptable, but there are 

locations where it is not a direct replacement and a new circuit needs 

to be run.  

 

 Question:  Are any new fixtures other than the specified egress lights 

going to be emergency/battery back up? If so, how many? Response: 

Highbay lights are not to be used as emergency.  
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   Question:  If deemed possible can any portion of the existing conduit 

be reused or is complete removal of existing skeleton and laying new 

¾” rigid conduit necessary?  Response: Yes this is acceptable  

 

 Question:  Are we required to pull permits from the City of San 

Bernardino?  Response:  Yes, permits are required.  The permit cost 

will be reimbursed to the Contractor with submitting the receipt..  

 

 Question:  In regards to the scale on the plans, I have noticed that 

once analyzed the scale is not accurate, clarification on true 

dimensions and distances are needed.  Response:  As noted in 

General Note 6 on sheet G1.1, drawings are not to be used for scale.  

 
 Question:  In reference to page 2/5 of the Bid Form and more specifically the Bid 

Amounts: Should 001B represent the difference in cost (+ or -) between the base 

bid fixtures and alternate fixtures proposed?  If so, should 001, 001A, and 001B 

be added to get to get to the Total bid Amount?  if this interpretation is  correct, 

what is the protocol if the alternate is not  accepted?  Will the total bid amount 

revert to the sum of 001 and 001A?  Response:  
 

001 Non Fixture Costs  $300,000.00 

001A Base Bid Fixture Costs $250,000.00 

001B Alternate Fixture  $(35,000.00) 

 Total    $515,000.00 

 

The Specifications include a procedure for submitting alternate 

items for consideration.  All bidders must follow the directions. 
 

 Question: What is the lighting fixture count?  Response: The drawings reflect an 

accurate layout of the existing and final fixture placement. 

 

 Question:  There was a substitution request regarding ceiling fans.  Response:  there are 

no ceiling fans associated with the project.  The requirement for the ceiling fan was 

removed from the work.  Be aware, use only the lasted bid set for figuring your project 

costs. 

      
San Bernardino International Airport Authority 

San Bernardino, California 
 

By: _________________________________ 
Jennifer Farris, Clerk of the Board 

       


